
Companion Notes w. Marine from Walker “Bullet Folder” 

Doc. #2 Relates what SS Kelley learned from Marina. About 2 weeks before the 

attempt on Walker’s life Marina claims that Lee, a few days before the shooting, 

took the rifle out and buried it near the church close to Walker’s house. This is all 

BS. ... | wonder if she was persuaded to tell this lie by Martin to spice up her 

value as a news source(book and all that). Was she still shacked up with 

Martin???? 

Doc# 4 Fabrication of news story that ballistics tests showed that the Walker 

bullet was a match with the frags taken from JFK and the limo. 

NOTE: Shankin to File: Notes that FBI ballistics report said no such thing. . . FBI 

ballistics test was the only one made. . . none by Dallas police. The story appeared 

in the Washington Post 2/19/1964. .. .and said that report was made by Dallas PC 

Curry M.W. Stevenson, Deputy Chief of Criminal Investigative Division. When the 

only ballistic test was made by the FBI who rejected this news story as not 

consistent with its own testing results. 

Final line: Carter asked Curry if he was going to close the case. Curry 

responded:”! quess so in view of Marina’s testimony to the effect that Oswald 

has been identified by her as the one who had shot at General Walker in the 

Spring of 1963.” 

Other point: After refuting any ballistic connection between the Walker bullet and 

the JFK frags (all from K1) the FBI will allow the lie that LHO took a shot at Walker. 

Docs. #6 Invaluable. General Walker’s efforts to have the slug found in his home 

returned to him. ...See BOT where Walker insists that the alleged bullet held by 

the government as the one buried in the wall of his study was not the bullet he 

dug out of the wall. All his efforts were for naught. See doc. Of all items of the 

case to be retained by government. No. 50 is the Walker bullet. 

Docs # continued: 

8. List of JFK assassination stuff that government will keep permanently



Walker Shooting file (cont.) 

9. Jim White Sheet ... Review for how Dallas police carried the story based on 

nothing but the political needs of the case that Oswald took the shot at Walker. 

Check this against the FBI’s testing which proved the opposite. Hard evidence in 

the case meant nothing in terms of the Walker shooting. ... Began with musings 

of Katzenback and reached the point of public evidence. . . 

10. Rosen to Belmont 12/2/1963 The rifle slug from Walker’s home, previously 

held by the Dallas police, has been turned over to FBI and was at this time (12/2) 

on way to FBI for examination. 

11. Jevons to Conrad, 3/27/’64 spectro reveals that lead alloys in Walker bullet 

and frags from the Presidential limo are different. .


